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Messiah Orchestra

Violin I
Blair Nesbitt Jackson
Eric McAllister
Martha Gronemeier
Lorraine Kaizer
Kevork Mikaelian

Violin II
Razmik Chakhoia
Lisa Ratigan
Lee Imperial
Kay Sanders

Viola
Mary Trimble
Carl Reinarz
Sharon S. Caldwell

Cello
Robin Reinarz
Ted Hartwell

Bass
Paul Firak

Oboe
Steve Caplan
Micha Brunson

Trumpet
Tom Wright
Daryn Obercht

Timpani
Tim Jones

Bassoon
Maxine Klinger

Oboe
Bass
Paul Firak

Flute
Tina Hadley

Bassoon
Maxine Klinger

Clarinet
Bill Parker
Dave Hawley
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Doug Beasley
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Trombone
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Trumpet
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Daryn Obercht
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Tara Skousen

Percussion
Howard Agster
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Keyboards - Laraine Ficklin
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